ONLINE MATERIAL FOR TEACHING OF THE FINNISH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

**Finnish (Finnish–English)**

*Tavataan taas! Finnish for Foreigners*

http://h105.it.helsinki.fi/FinnishForForeigners/parts-index.htm

A Finnish language textbook accompanied by audio recordings. The auxiliary language is English.

*Funzi (mobile)*

http://funzi.fi/

A brief introduction to Finnish language, culture and working life in English. Arabian, Somali and Dari versions will be available shortly.

*Digitaldialects*

http://www.digitaldialects.com/Finnish.htm

Vocabulary building exercises in different subject areas.

**Studying Finnish with a teacher or a friend**

*Supisuomea/ Real Finnish*

http://oppiminen.yle.fi/suomi-finnish/supisuomea

An online Finnish course for foreigners, produced by YLE.
**Everyday Finnish**


A Finnish language course published by the Institute of Adult Education in Helsinki. The material can be printed out.

**A service maintained by the Finnish National Board of Education**

[https://www.kotisuomessa.fi/group/aikis](https://www.kotisuomessa.fi/group/aikis)

A website familiarising to the Finnish language, culture and working life.

**A visual dictionary for migrants**

[http://papunet.net/materiaalia/kuvasanasto-maahanmuuttajille](http://papunet.net/materiaalia/kuvasanasto-maahanmuuttajille)

A visual dictionary for migrants on the simple language website maintained by the Finnish Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (FAIDD).

**Social and cultural integration skills (Finnish–English)**

**Finland in your language**

[www.infopankki.fi](http://www.infopankki.fi)

Information about Finland for migrants in several languages.

**Suomi.fi**


A public administration website providing information about Finland and services that are essential for the citizens.
Funzi (mobiili)

http://funzi.fi/

A brief introduction to Finnish language, culture and working life in English.

Ministry of Employment and the Economy: Welcome to Finland

www.lifeinfinland.fi

A multilingual package of information about Finland for immigrants, provided by the Ministry of Employment and the Economy.

Social and cultural integration skills training with a teacher or a friend

A service maintained by the Finnish National Board of Education

https://www.kotisuomessa.fi/group/aikis

A website familiarising to the Finnish language, culture and working life.

Suomi.fi

http://www.suomi.fi/suomifi/suomi/valtio_ja_kunnat/perustietoa_suomesta/index.html

A public administration website providing information about Finland and services that are essential for the citizens.

Everyday life in Finland


The Finish Refugee Council's video material to help get familiar with everyday matters in Finland.
**Introduction to library services for migrants**

http://www.kirjastokaista.fi/kirjaston-esittely-maahanmuuttajille-selkosuomi/

A video tutorial presenting the use of the library in Finland in simple Finnish, prepared by the Vaasa City Library.

**Immigrants' rights and responsibilities**

http://www.infopankki.fi/fi/elama-suomessa/maahanmuuttajana-suomessa/oikeutesi-ja-velvollisuutesi-suomessa

A multilingual information package on the rights and responsibilities of immigrants.